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Word Order and Information Structure 
Ad Neeleman and Hans van de Koot (UCL) 

1. Introduction 

Free word order phenomena have long been a problem in generative approaches to syntax, 
given the widespread assumption that linguistic representations are subject to some kind of 
economy. A common solution is based on the idea that the optionality is only apparent and 
that alternations are in fact regulated by information-structural (IS) constraints. That is to say, 
alternate word orders map onto distinct IS-representations. Indeed there is very strong 
evidence from constructions in various languages that mappings of this type exist. The 
general problem of how structures map onto interpretations is very complex, however, and it 
is therefore not surprising that an overarching theory of possible mapping is currently 
lacking.  
 The complexity of the problem has two sources. First, word-order variations are not 
generated by a single syntactic process. There are several potential syntactic competitors, 
such as active vs passive structures, structures with and without A-scrambling, structures with 
and without A’-scrambling, structures with and without clitic doubling, and so on. Along this 
syntactic dimension there is a problem of demarcation. For example, although active vs 
passive might be directly relevant to IS, many languages feature optional movement to the 
subject position in passive structures, and hence the real contrast relevant to IS might be 
between A-movement and lack thereof.  
 A second source of complexity has to do with the dimension of information structure. 
What is the range of relevant interpretations and how are these connected to each other? 
There seems to be general agreement that a distinction must be made between topic and 
focus. However, some authors believe that an additional distinction must be made between 
contrastive topic and focus on the one hand and plain topic and focus on the other. A different 
analytical tradition treats contrastive topics as topics containing a focus, potentially leaving 
no space for the notion of contrastive focus. 
 Work on the interface between syntax and information structure requires that we 
make decisions not only on these matters but also on the nature of the mapping system itself. 
Do we require that there is a one-to-one mapping between interpretations and syntactic 
configurations, do we allow one-to-many or many-to-one mappings from syntax to IS, or do 
we permit both of these options, resulting in many-to-many mappings? 
 Progress with the overall project requires two types of work. On the one hand, 
detailed empirical studies are necessary. For these one wants to acknowledge as many 
distinctions as possible on both the syntax and IS dimensions. On the other hand, bold 
theoretical work is required that aims to test restrictive hypotheses about available syntactic 
operations, available IS-primitives, and their mapping. Space does not permit us to undertake 
a full overview of known data. What we will do instead is evaluate some initial cross-cutting 
generalizations on the basis of a rough classification of syntactic operations and IS-
primitives. Operations will be divided into those that are A-related, those that are A’-related, 
those that involve doubling with a pronoun or clitic, and finally those that involve 
extraposition. The IS-primitives we assume are topic, focus, contrast and givenness. We are 
well aware of the limitations of this exercise. 
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2. A-Related Phenomena 

Since the early 1990s a consensus has developed that certain scrambling phenomena involve 
A-positions. Early research on scrambling argued for a uniform A’-movement analysis 
(Bennis and Hoekstra 1984, Saito 1985, Hoji 1985), but further empirical discoveries (see, 
for instance, Webelhuth 1989, Ueyama 1994) provided evidence for A-related scrambling, 
analyzed in terms of movement (Vanden Wyngaerd 1989, Fanselow 1990, Mahajan 1990), 
base generation (Bayer and Kornfilt 1994, Neeleman 1994, Fanselow 2001), or a 
combination of the two (Zwart 1993).  
 There are three rough classes of potential analyses of the IS effects of A-scrambling. 
The first account assumes that A-scrambling takes place in order to generate an intonational 
pattern that matches the requirement that given material is destressed, or the requirement that 
focus attracts stress ((Zubizarreta 1998), Costa 1998, Cruz-Ferreira 1998, Neeleman and 
Reinhart 1998, Frascarelli 2000, İşsever 2003, Samek-Lodovici 2005). The second account 
takes IS features to be syntactic triggers for movement (Mahajan 1990, De Hoop 1992,  
Adger 1994, Runner 1995, Frey 2004, Broekhuis 2008). Finally, there are approaches that 
treat scrambling as an optimization for the LF interface. On this view, scrambling is either 
base-generated or a syntactically optional movement (possibly triggered by an optional edge 
feature) (Müller 1998, Haider and Rosengren 2003, Neeleman and Van de Koot 2008). We 
will not evaluate these alternatives here, but concentrate on the interpretive effects of A-
scrambling. 
 In all cases of word order alternation, it is necessary to distinguish the neutral order 
from any marked orders. From the perspective of syntactic theory, neutral word order can be 
said to obtain if (i) arguments are merged in a minimal structure and in accordance with the 
thematic hierarchy and (ii) no phrasal movements take place other than those required to 
license the thematic and case properties of arguments. Of course, the fact that the syntactic 
analysis of neutral word order is straightforward does not imply that it is a simple matter to 
find out the neutral order of a given structure in a given language (see, for example, Haider 
and Rosengren 2003 on German and Titov 2012 on Russian). In those cases where it has been 
possible to uncover the neutral order, it appears that interpretive effects associated with word 
order alternations typically result from a rule that refers to the marked order. Any interpretive 
effects associated with the neutral order are due to blocking: the neutral order cannot always 
have the special interpretation of the marked order, but otherwise its interpretation is free. 
 When A-related order alternations appear to be triggered by IS considerations, they 
conform to the empirical generalization in (1). This generalization goes back to Hermann 
Paul and work in the Prague School and has since been endorsed by a range of authors (Clark 
and Clark 1977, Clark and Haviland 1977, Gundel 1988, Skopeteas and Fanselow 2010, a.o.). 
 
(1) Generalization 1 (Given-before-New) 

If a language uses word order alternations to mark givenness, then in the marked order 
the given material precedes the new material. 

 
Notice that this generalization mentions word-order alternation; it is therefore silent about 
givenness marking through clitic doubling. We will return to clitic doubling and clitic right-
dislocation later in this chapter. 
 Generalization 1 is supported by considerable crosslinguistic evidence. The effect is 
typically related to a local reordering, usually referred to as scrambling. Dutch, for example, 
allows inversion of arguments and adjuncts. As the following example shows, this inversion 
can be motivated by givenness (see Neeleman and Van de Koot 2008):  
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(2) Hoe zit het met je review van dat boek van Haegeman? 
‘How are you progressing with your review of that book by Haegeman?’ 

 a. # Nou, ik denk dat ik eerst zorgvuldig het boek van Haegeman ga lezen. 
   Well, I think that I first carefully the book by   Haegeman go read 
 b.  Nou, ik denk dat ik eerst het boek van Haegeman zorgvuldig ga lezen. 
   Well, I think that I first the book by   Haegeman carefully go read 
   ‘Well, I think that I will first carefully read Haegeman’s book.’ 
 
The generalization extends to subjects and to indirect objects (not shown here). 
 Czech allows reordering of subjects and objects motivated by givenness. Thus, the 
neutral SVO order can be used in all circumstances, except when the object is given and the 
subjects new. Kucerova (2007) gives the following examples to demonstrate this:  
 
(3) a.  Chlapec našel lízátko. 
   boy.NOM found lollipop.ACC 
   

 
 

# 

new > new 
given > new 
given > given 
new > given 

 b.  Lízátko našel chlapec. 
   lollipop.ACC found boy.NOM 
   given > new 
 
The same pattern is found in Russian (Titov 2012), which – like Czech – requires a given 
object to scramble across a new subject: 
  
(4) Kto poceloval Katju? 

‘Who kissed Catherine?’ 
 a. # Anja pocelovala Katju 
   Anja kissed Katju.ACC 
 b.  Katju pocelovala Anja 
   Katju.ACC kissed Anja 
   ‘Anja kissed Catherine.’ 
 
While in Czech and Russian givenness marking seems obligatory where possible, this is less 
clear for Dutch, where obligatoriness depends on the choice of adverbial. In particular, 
scrambling across a manner adverbial like zorgvulding ‘carefully’ appears to be obligatory, 
while scrambling across higher-level adverbs seems optional. In (2b) the DP surfaces below 
eerst ‘first’, but it may also scramble across the second adverbial (for many speakers this is 
true whether the manner adverb is present or not): 
 
(5) Hoe zit het met je review van dat boek van Haegeman? 

‘How are you progressing with your review of that book by Haegeman?’ 
 Nou, ik denk dat ik het boek van Haegeman eerst zorgvuldig ga lezen. 
 Well, I think that I the book by   Haegeman first carefully go read 
 
One potential explanation for this difference is that scrambling is domain-bounded, with 
manner adverbials obligatorily merged inside this domain, whereas higher-level adverbials 
are optionally merged outside it.  
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 In the languages discussed so far, then, there is evidence for obligatory givenness 
marking through scrambling: where the neutral order would place new information before 
given information, a local inversion must take place. The literature suggests that this is not a 
universal property of givenness marking through word order, however. Lenerz (1977) shows 
that scrambling in German double-object constructions is possible but not obligatory in cases 
where new information precedes given material in the base. Thus, examples like the 
following are both fully grammatical: 
 
(6) Wem wollte der Richter den Jungen entziehen? Ich denke …’ 

‘From whom did the judge want to take the boy away? I think …’  
 a.  dass er dem VATER den Jungen entziehen wollte. 
   that he the.DAT father the.ACC boy take.away wanted 
 b.  dass er den Jungen dem VATER entziehen wollte. 
   that he the.ACC boy the.DAT father take.away wanted 
 
However, it is not possible for scrambling to create an order in which new information 
precedes given material: 
 
(7) Wen wollte der Richter dem Vater entziehen? Ich denke …’ 

‘Who did the judge want to take away from the father? I think …’  
 a.  dass er dem Vater den JUNGEN entziehen wollte. 
   that he the.DAT father the.ACC boy take.away wanted 
 b. # dass er den JUNGEN dem Vater entziehen wollte. 
   that he the.ACC boy the.DAT father take.away wanted 
 
It is not clear to us whether all native speakers fully share Lenerz’s judgments. While the 
contrast in (7) is robust, not all speakers consulted by us find (6a) completely felicitous on a 
neutral intonation. The example is generally accepted if dem Vater receives contrastive stress. 
This makes it difficult to say with absolute certainty whether A-related scrambling in German 
is indeed optional. One analytical possibility that suggests itself is that it is in fact obligatory 
and that the order in (6a) is derived from the A-scrambling structure in (6b) through 
subsequent A’-scrambling of dem Vater.  
 If we accept the standard description of the data based on Lenerz, German can be said 
to have optional marking of givenness. An alternative description, endorsed by Lenerz 
himself, is that narrowly focused constituents resist scrambling. Notice, however, that 
constituents that are part of a larger focus, and that are therefore neither narrowly focused nor 
given, cannot be scrambled either (unless contrastive). This supports the view that the 
operation is motivated by givenness. 
 
(8) Was wollte der Richter tun? Ich denke …’ 

‘What did the judge want to do? I think …’  
 a.  dass er dem Vater den Jungen entziehen wollte. 
   that he the.DAT father the.ACC boy take.away wanted 
 b. # dass er den Jungen dem Vater entziehen wollte. 
   that he the.ACC boy the.DAT father take.away wanted 
 
Korean manifests a very similar pattern of givenness marking not only for direct and indirect 
objects, but also for object and subject (Choi 2008, 2009; Hwang Jackson 2008). Whereas the 
canonical word order SOV is acceptable in both contexts below, the scrambled OSV order is 
contextually appropriate only when the object is given. 
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(9) Maryga    muettsseul    haesseo? 

‘What did Mary do?’  
 a.  Maryga   chaegeul    ilgutsseo 
   Mary-NOM book-ACC read-PAST 
 b. # Chaegeul    Maryga   ilgutsseo 
   book-ACC Mary-NOM read-PAST 
   ‘Mary read a book.’ 
 
(10) Nuga      chaegeul       ilgutsseo? 

‘Who read the book?’  
 a.  Maryga   guchaegeul    ilgutsseo 
   Mary-NOM book-ACC read-PAST 
 b.  Guchaegeul Maryga   ilgutsseo 
   book-ACC Mary-NOM read-PAST 
   ‘Mary read the book.’ 
 
Implicit in the above discussion is the assumption that scrambling operations relevant to 
givenness marking target an A-position: 
 
(11) Generalization 2 (A-Relatedness) 

If a language uses word order alternations to mark givenness, then in the marked order 
the given material appears in an A-position. 

 
Further motivation for this generalization comes from the fact that in some languages passive 
can be used to mark givenness. For extensive discussion of this observation, as well as 
references and experimental studies supporting it across a range of languages, see Skopeteas 
and Fanselow 2010. One empirical domain that can be used to test the generalization in (11) 
concerns the first position in V2 languages. This position can be targeted by movement of an 
object and is generally taken to be an A’-position. One would therefore expect that the first 
position could not be used for givenness marking. For Dutch this is clearly the correct 
prediction. For German it appears to be correct as well. Skopeteas and Fanselow (2010) 
report that in an elicitation study their German participants consistently failed to produce 
object-first structures when the object is given and the subject new. However, an anonymous 
reviewer suggests that the reply in the following dialogue is grammatical: 
 
(12) Shin: Wer hat den Artikel von Ad und Hans rezensiert? 
  Who has the article by Ad and Hans reviewed 
  ‘Who has reviewed the article by Ad and Hans?’ 
 Caroline: Den Artikel von Ad und Hans hat CHOMSKY rezensiert. 
  the article by Ad and Hans has Chomsky reviewed 
  ‘Chomsky has reviewed the article by Ad and Hans.’ 
 
Given the generalization in (11), it must either be the case that the first position in a V2 
clause can be an A-position or that the fronting operation in (12) is not motivated by 
givenness, but by some other property of the object (such as contrast or topichood; see 
Fanselow this volume for relevant discussion).  
 A final remark about A-scrambling is in order. The above should not be read as 
suggesting that the only possible motivation for this operation is givenness. Rather givenness 
is one possible motivation for local reordering. In addition, A-scrambling can take place to 
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mark scope (Ruys 2001) or to allow relations of binding and secondary predication. In 
addition, there are effects of the Silverstein Hierarchy (Silverstein 1976). The picture that 
emerges is one in which A-scrambling can be motivated by a range of interacting factors, one 
of which is givenness. For elaborate discussion of the system that regulates the interplay of 
these factors in Russian, see Titov 2012. 
 We conclude this section with a brief discussion of an apparent counterexample to 
generalizations 1 and 2. In a variety of languages, extraposition of constituents is possible. As 
far as we know, extraposition does not have a fixed information-structural effect. Dutch PP 
extraposition, for example, can be used if the PP is focused, but also if it is given. English 
heavy-NP shift, on the other hand, requires some kind of presentational focus. These are of 
course syntactically divergent operations, and it is conceivable that once a detailed syntax of 
extraposition is available, a systematic mapping to Information Structure will reveal itself. Be 
that as it may, these constructions do not seem to present a threat to the generalizations 
introduced above, as neither involves marking of given material. 
 There are, however, extraposition phenomena in specific languages that are 
problematic. The worst case we are aware of is provided by extraposition in Turkish. Kornfilt 
(2005) shows that this operation displays strong connectivity effects, incompatible with A-
movement and probably compatible with A’-movement. Furthermore, Kornfilt notes that 
extraposition in Turkish is restricted to given material, a conclusion previously reached in 
İşsever 2003. If the operation indeed marks givenness, it seems to go against generalization 1 
(because it is rightward) and generalization 2 (because it targets an A’-position). 
 We do not know how to solve this issue, but there are several potential lines of 
analysis that could be explored. First, it is possible that the marking effect is only apparent, 
and results from other factors that conspire to make extraposition unavailable for foci and 
topics. A second option is that the marking effect of A-scrambling is restricted to a particular 
domain that excludes the position of extraposed material in Turkish. A third possibility, 
suggested by Kornfilt, is that the operation takes place in the PF-component. If so, 
generalizations 1 and 2 could be saved by stipulating that they pertain to surface syntax. 
Finally, one could explore the relationship between extraposition in Turkish and right 
dislocation (given that Turkish is a radical pro drop language). There are two reasons why 
this looks promising. As we will see in section 4, right dislocation is associated with 
givenness for independent reasons. Moreover, right dislocation displays connectivity effects 
(see Ott and De Vries 2013). These seem to us interesting issues for further research. 

3. A’-Related Phenomena 

In a variety of languages A’-movement applies to contrastive variants of topics and foci, 
either optionally or obligatorily. This has led many researchers to conclude that topic, focus 
and contrast are autonomous notions of information structure that interact in systematic ways 
in syntax (see Vallduví 1992, Rizzi 1997, Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998, Aboh 2004 and Frey 
2004, amongst others). On this view, (aboutness) topic and (new information) focus are basic 
notions of information structure that can be enriched to yield a contrastive interpretation (see 
Vallduví and Vilkuna 1998, Molnár 2002, McCoy 2003, Giusti 2006, Neeleman et al. 2009, 
and Neeleman and Vermeulen 2012, amongst others). 
 We adopt the following operational definitions for topic, focus and contrast. Focus is 
defined as in Rooth 1992. It involves the choice among a set of alternative propositions that 
vary only in one position. Topic is defined in terms of aboutness (see Reinhart 1981). Again, 
we assume that it involves choice among a set of alternatives, but in this case the alternatives 
are alternative utterances that share the same proposition (Krifka 2007, Tomioka 2010). 
Contrast adds to these basic interpretations the information that one of the alternatives is not 
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valid. In the case of contrastive focus this means that an alternative proposition is untrue; in 
the case of contrastive topic, this means that an alternative utterance cannot be used, either 
because the proposition it contains is untrue or because the speaker does not want to take 
responsibility for its truth value. These notions are discussed in more detail in chapter 1 of 
Neeleman and Vermeulen 2012. 
 Linguistic topics should be distinguished from expressions in the utterance that 
merely index the current topic of discourse (also known as ‘familiar topics’). Consider the 
following discourse (double underlining marks topics): 
 
(13) a. Maxine was introduced to the queen on her birthday. 
 b. She was wearing a special dress for the occasion. 
 
In (13a), Maxine is a linguistic topic: it introduces a new topic of discourse. The initial 
comment about Maxine is that she was introduced to the queen on her birthday. The pronoun 
her in this comment is not a linguistic topic, but a category that indexes the topic.  We take 
the same to be true of she in the continuation in (13b) (see Vallduví 1992, Lambrecht 1994 
and Vallduví and Engdahl 1996 for discussion).  
 With this in place, the key generalization governing the distribution of topics and foci 
can be formulated as in (14).1 
 
(14) Generalization 3 (No Derived Topic-Focus Mismatch) 

A contrastive focus may not undergo contrast-related movement out of a constituent 
containing a topic. 

 
The pattern covered by Generalization 3 may be summarized as follows (restricting ourselves 
to crossing movements).2 In a structure without movement, the relative order of topic and 
focus is expected to be free (see (15)). If only one moves, a topic can cross an in-situ focus, 
but not vice versa (see (16)). If both topic and focus move, the topic invariably lands in a 
position higher than the focus (see (17)). 
 
(15) a.  [ ... Topic ... [ ... Focus ...]] 
 b.  [... Focus ... [... Topic ... ]] 
 
(16) a.  [Topic [ ...  Focus ... [ ... tTopic  ...]]] 
 b. * [Focus [ ... Topic ... [ ... tFocus  ...]]] 
 
(17) a.  [Topic [Focus [...  tFocus  ... tTopic  ...]]] 
 b. * [Focus [Topic [...  tFocus  ... tTopic  ...]]] 
 
An illustration of the pattern in (15) through (17) can be provided using Dutch, a language 
with optional movement of contrastive categories. In Dutch, contrastive foci carry an A-
accent and contrastive topics a B-accent (Jackendoff 1972, Büring 2003, Van Hoof 2003). In 
addition, a hat contour can be used if the topic precedes the focus (Gussenhoven 1984). 
Following standard practice, we assume that in the answer to a wh-question, the constituent 
that corresponds to the wh-operator is a focus. If interpreted contrastively, it qualifies as a 
                                                
1 We abstract away from structures in which the topic belongs to an embedded clause while the moved focus is a 
constituent of a superordinate clause. 
2 A further contrast can be observed with movements that land below an IS category. A moved focus can land 
below an in situ topic but not vice versa. For reasons of space, we cannot discuss this pattern here, but arguably 
it follows from the account of the generalization in (14) outlined below. 
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contrastive focus. Thus, de bonen ‘the beans’ in (18a,b) should be classified as such. One 
circumstance in which a contrastive topic is used is when a participant in a conversation 
answers a question about an entity different from the entity the original question was about. 
Therefore, Wim (‘Bill’) in (18a,b) is a contrastive topic. The unacceptability of (18b) shows 
that a focus may not move across a topic. 
 
(18) Hoe zit het met FRED? Wat heeft HIJ gegeten? 

‘What about Fred? What did he eat?’ 
Nou, dat weet ik niet, maar ik geloof 
‘Well, I don’t know, but I believe’ 

 a.  dat Wim van de BONEN meer gegeten heeft dan vorig jaar. 
   that Bill from the beans more eaten has than last year 
   ‘that Bill has eaten more from the beans than last year.’ 
 b. # dat  [ van de BONEN]1 Wim  t1 meer gegeten heeft dan vorig jaar. 
   that from the beans Bill more eaten has than last year 
 
The data in (19) show that, by contrast, a topic may follow an in situ focus or move across it.  
 
(19) Hoe zit het met de SOEP? Wie heeft DIE gegeten? 

‘What about the soup? Who ate that?’ 
Nou, dat weet ik niet, maar ik geloof ... 
‘Well, I don’t know, but I believe ...’ 

 a.  dat WIM van de bonen meer gegeten heeft dan vorig jaar. 
   that Bill from the beans more eaten has than last year 
 b.  dat [PP van de bonen] WIM  tPP meer gegeten heeft dan vorig jaar. 
   that from the beans Bill more eaten has than last year 
   ‘that Bill has eaten more from the beans than last year.’ 
 
Finally, the example in (20) shows that the illicit configuration created by movement of a 
focus across a topic can be repaired by subsequent movement of the topic, giving rise to the 
configuration in (17a).  
 
(20) Hoe zit het met Jan z’n OUDERS? Welk boek heeft hij HEN gegeven? 

‘What about John’s parents? Which book has he given to them?’ 
Nou dat weet ik niet. Maar ik denk … 
‘Well, I don’t know. But I think…’ 

 dat [ z’n kinderen]1 [ DIT boek]2 Jan t1   zeker t2 niet zal geven. 
 that his children this book John certainly not will give 
 ‘that John will certainly not give his children this book.’ 
 
The opposite order of movement, which instantiates (17b), results in unacceptability: 
 
(21) # dat [ DIT boek]2 [ z’n kinderen]1 Jan t1   zeker t2 niet zal geven. 
 that this book his children John certainly not will give 
 ‘that John will certainly not give his children this book.’ 
 
Generalization 3 is further supported by observations from a variety of other languages.  
 Shen (2010) shows that the pattern illustrated in Dutch can be replicated in Mandarin, 
which also has optional A’-movement.  
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 Vermeulen (2013) discusses Japanese topic-focus interaction. There is a requirement 
in this language that topics appear in the left periphery of the clause. This makes it impossible 
to test the behaviour of in situ topics. However, as expected, contrastive foci cannot move 
across a topic, either locally or to the left periphery higher clause. This instantiates the pattern 
in (15) and (16).  
 In Hungarian, as in Japanese, topics must appear in the left periphery. In addition, 
exhaustive foci must move leftward as well. Crucially, there are no structures in which an 
exhaustive focus moves across a topic (Brody 1990, Kiss 1998).  
 As a final illustration, consider Italian. As is well-known, this language allows clitic-
doubled constituents to appear in the left periphery, both above and below moved foci. 
Significantly, the low clitic-doubled constituents cannot be interpreted as topics but must be 
discourse-anaphoric (they can, of course, be anaphoric to the current topic of discourse). 
Thus, we find the same pattern as in Dutch if the clitic-doubled constituent is interpreted is a 
genuine topic. The following example from Torregrossa (2012) illustrates this (see also 
Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007): 
 
(22) Il nonna ha lasciato la scacchiera ai suoi nipoti? 

‘Did grandfather leave the chess board to his grandsons?’ 
 a. # Non lo so, ma AI SUOI FRATELLI l’orologio l’ha lasciato 
  not it know.1SG, but to his brothers the-clock it-has left 
 b. Non lo so, ma l’orologio AI SUOI FRATELLI l’ha lasciato 
  not it know.1SG, but the-clock to his brothers it-has left 
 ‘I don’t know, but he has left the clock to his brothers.’ 
 
What is interesting about the pattern in (15) to (17) is that it shows an interaction between 
topic and focus not just when they appear in derived positions, but also when one is in a 
derived position and the other has moved. This imposes important restrictions on the kind of 
analysis that can be used to account for the generalization in (14).  
 One way of explaining this pattern could be based on the widely accepted IS 
constraint in (23) that requires topics to be interpreted externally to foci. The background of 
for this constraint was already hinted at above, when following Krifka 2007 and Tomioka 
2010 we defined topics as related to the utterance and foci as related to the proposition. 
 
(23) Topic Peripherality 

Topics are external to foci in information structure. 
 
What Generalization 3 seems to amount to is a ban on A’-scrambling operations that 
transform an underlying structure in which the c-command relation between topic and focus 
matches their relative positions at LF into one that creates a mismatch. In other words, A’-
movement may not lead to a violation of shape preservation in the sense of Williams 2003). 
There are a number of ways in which an analysis along these lines can be developed (see 
Neeleman and Van de Koot 2008, 2012, Bobaljik and Wurmbrand 2012, amongst others). 

4. Linking to a Preceding Pronominal Category 

Natural language allows several constructions in which a DP is linked to a coreferential 
pronominal. In this section we will look at a subset of these constructions in which the 
pronoun precedes the associated DP. Structures with the reverse order will be considered in 
the next section. 
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 The structures in which a DP is linked to a preceding pronominal are syntactically 
heterogeneous. In one type, clitic doubling, the DP appears to be located in a regular 
argument position. The pronoun is located in a c-commanding position and, as we will see, it 
seems to represent the DP it doubles in certain respects. In the other type, right dislocation, 
the pronoun may appear in a regular argument position or may have undergone some 
independently motivated shift, while the associated DP does not seem to be part of the core 
sentence. Nonetheless, these two types of structure seem to share the requirement that the DP 
can be construed as given. We will argue, however, that only clitic doubling truly marks 
givenness. The effect found with right dislocation has a different source also evident in other 
structures. 
 Clitic doubling has both syntactic and interpretational similarities with A-scrambling 
(see Sportiche 1992, 1996, Anagnostopoulou 1994, and Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou 
1997). Starting with the syntactic similarities, first, like scrambling, clitic doubling can repair 
WCO violations. Second, a pronoun contained in a category that A-scrambles across a c-
commanding quantifier cannot be a bound variable. Clitic-doubling of the category 
containing the pronominal has exactly the same effect. Third, Principle C effects are 
ameliorated by A-scrambling of the category containing the R-expression across the c-
commanding pronoun. Again, doubling of the relevant category has much the same effect. 
Fourth, like A-scrambling, clitic doubling can license floating quantifiers. Fifth, both A-
scrambled and clitic-doubled phrases permit subextraction, indicating that they occupy an A-
position. Finally, clitic doubling and A-scrambling are both very local (see particularly 
Sportiche 1996 for detailed discussion of the locality properties of clitic doubling). The above 
syntactic similarities could be expressed through a theory that assumes movement in both 
types of structure. Sportiche (1992, 1996), for example, suggests that A-scrambling targets 
the specifier of a phonologically null agreement head, while in doubling constructions, the 
relevant head is realized as a clitic, with the doubled DP moving to its specifier in covert 
syntax. An alternative way of stating the same insight is to analyze the clitic as a special 
spell-out of the head of a movement chain. The moved category could either be a functional 
head in the double (Uriagereka 1988, 1995, Papangeli 2000) or the entire associated DP 
(Anagnostopoulou 2003, Harizanov, to appear; see also Kechagias 2011). 
 Anagnostopoulou (1994) provides further arguments for a unified approach to 
doubling and A-scrambling by considering their interpretational similarities. First of all, just 
like A-scrambling, clitic doubling is typically associated with givenness marking. In fact, 
Anagnostopoulou argues that both scrambling and clitic doubling obey Heim's 1982 
Prominence Condition, so that the referent of the scrambled/doubled DP must already be 
present in the context/discourse; mere accommodation of a new DP as familiar does not 
license either scrambling or doubling. Furthermore, Anagnostopoulou shows that those DP 
types that cannot undergo scrambling for givenness cannot be doubled either, and that these 
exceptions are predicted by the Prominence Condition. They include so-called novel definites 
and definite objects of idioms that do not have independent reference. The empirical picture 
is complicated by the fact that scrambling can be motivated by factors other than givenness, 
such as scope. This has the consequence that there are cases of A-scrambling that do not have 
a parallel in clitic doubling. For example, universals can scramble for scope, but cannot be 
clitic doubled. 
 Given that the analyses of clitic doubling on the market either treat the phenomenon 
in terms of A-movement (see the references above) or in terms of agreement (see Borer 1984 
for an early proposal), there is no anaphoric dependency between the clitic and its double. 
This is a good thing, because if there was such a dependency, clitic doubling would violate 
Principle C (on the assumption that the clitic c-commands its double) as well as Williams's 
(1997) Generalized Principle of Anaphoric Dependence (GPAD), which forbids a pronoun 
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from entering into an anaphoric relation with a following DP, unless the pronoun is contained 
in an embedded clause.  
 Let us now turn to right dislocation. There is considerable evidence to support the 
conclusion that syntactically the phrase in right dislocation is an adjunct (Strozer 1976,  
Jaeggli 1982, 1986, Borer 1984). For example, unlike a clitic-doubled argument, a right-
dislocated phrase is an island. In many languages clitic-doubled arguments and right-
dislocated constituents can also be distinguished through word order, with clitic-doubled 
arguments showing a closer affiliation with the verb than right-dislocated material (see for 
example Vallduví 1992 for Catalan). Furthermore, right-dislocated material is optionally 
preceded by a clear prosodic break not found with clitic doubling, with the intonation peak of 
the sentence falling on some element preceding the right-dislocated phrase (Vallduví 1992; 
Zubizarreta 1998). 
 At first sight, the interpretive effect associated with right-dislocation also seems to be 
one of givenness marking. The example in (24) is inappropriate in answer to the question 
“Would you like a drink?”, but fine in answer to “Would you like a glass of this 12-year old 
Glenlivet?” 
 
(24)  Nou, ik vind het altijd wel lekker, zo’n single malt. 
  well I find it always rather nice such-a single malt 
  ‘Well, I always quite enjoy it, a single malt.’ 
 
This establishes that the element in right dislocation must be given when apparently 
associated with a pronoun. However, this does not imply that the right-dislocation structure 
itself is linked to givenness by rule. On the contrary, there are cases of right dislocation where 
givenness is clearly not a factor, namely when the associated category is an indefinite: 
  
 (25) I met a famous person last night: Keith Jarrett. 
 
The right-dislocated material in this example is linked to a discourse-new argument and 
provides additional information about the referent of that argument. Why should this 
difference between (24) and (25) exist?  
 In both (24) and (25), GPAD forbids an anaphoric dependency between the object and 
the right-dislocated category. There is independent reason to think that there is no anaphoric 
dependence in right-dislocation structures. (25) contains an indefinite and a proper name, 
neither of which can be used as an anaphoric category: 
 
(26) a. # John1 entered the bar. [A man]1 was wearing a hat. 
 b. # [A man]1 entered the bar. John1 was wearing a hat. 
 
It therefore follows that there is no anaphoric dependence in (25). Indeed, the interpretive 
effect of this example is best captured by a paraphrase that is specificational in nature:  
 
(27) I met a famous person last night. It was Keith Jarrett. 
 
It can be shown that there is no anaphoric relation in (24) either. If there was one, the 
pronoun would have to be the anaphoric category. However, referring back to zo’n single 
malt ‘such a single malt’ requires the use of a weak masculine pronoun rather than the neuter 
pronoun het ‘it’. 
 
(28)  Jan bood me zo’n single malt aan. Hij zette ’m/*’t op tafel. 
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  John offered me such.a single malt PRT He put him/it on table 
  ‘John offered me one of those single malts. He put it on the table.’ 
 
However, the neuter pronoun is the one used in specificational copula constructions (cf. Het 
was zo’n single malt. ‘It was one of those single malts.’). 
 Given that there is no anaphoric dependency between the pronoun and the right-
dislocated category in (24), the pronoun must be linked to an antecedent in discourse. This in 
turn explains why right dislocation with a pronoun requires givenness. This analysis makes it 
conceivable that the function of right dislocation has nothing to do with givenness, but is 
always to provide additional information about the referent of a preceding argument. This can 
be done for dramatic effect, as in (25), where postponing crucial information introduces an 
element of suspense that is resolved by the right-dislocated phrase. However, in the cases 
where the right dislocated phrase is linked to a pronominal element, the specification might 
be necessary because the speaker has made an anaphoric commitment that is too strong. This 
fits well with the traditional idea of right-dislocated elements as ‘afterthoughts’.  
 We conclude this section by briefly returning to generalizations 1 and 2. Neither clitic 
doubling nor clitic right dislocation seems to go against these generalizations. Clitic doubling 
is arguably a structure used for givenness marking, but on at least some analyses it involves 
leftward A-movement. Clitic right dislocation is clearly not a leftward A-movement, but, as 
we have just seen, it is unlikely to be a structure used to mark givenness.  

5. Linking to a Following Pronominal Category 

In this section we will look at constructions in which a pronoun follows an associated DP. 
Structures with the relevant order come in different types. The literature usually distinguishes 
between Clitic Left Dislocation (CLLD), contrastive left dislocation (CLD) and hanging topic 
left dislocation (HTLD). 
 
(29) a.  Afton ton andra dhen to ksero. CLLD 
   this.ACC the.ACC man.ACC not ’m.ACC know.1SG  
 b.  Die man die ken ik niet. CLD 
   that man that know I not  
 c.  This man, I don’t know him. HTLD 
 
The examples in (29a) and (29c) are from Grohmann 2002, while the example in (29b) is a 
Dutch translation of a German example given by this author. CLLD, CLD and HTLD are 
structurally different from each other. HTLD does not involve movement and as a result the 
construction lacks connectivity effects and does not exhibit island sensitivity. CLD is at the 
other end of the spectrum with respect to these two diagnostics: it shows both connectivity 
and island effects. The standard analysis treats the construction as resulting from operator 
movement of the d-pronoun (which must occur in the left periphery; Koster 1978a, 1978b). 
Another possible analysis might assume movement of the left-dislocated category across the 
d-pronoun, which itself may or may not have moved (see Van Hoof 1997 for a related 
proposal). A third option would be to treat the d-pronoun as the spell-out of an intermediate 
trace left behind by the dislocated category (Grohmann 2000). The status of CLLD is much 
less clear. On the one hand, it shows connectivity effects and sensitivity to some islands. On 
the other, it violates certain other island conditions (Cinque 1990). This situation has led to 
two types of analysis. Grohmann (2000) argues that CLLD involves A’-movement of the left-
dislocated category, while Cinque (1990) and Anagnostopoulou (1994) argue that the left-
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dislocated category is base-generated in its surface position and linked to the clitic by a 
general process of chain formation. 
 Despite this heterogeneous syntactic characterization, the structures in (29) share a 
certain interpretive core. To begin with, in none of the three structures is the left-dislocated 
category subject to a requirement of givenness, as opposed to what we previously observed 
for right-dislocated categories (associated with a pronoun) and clitic-doubled categories. 
Lambrecht (1994) cites the French examples in (30) as evidence of this contrast, but the data 
have been replicated in various other languages. 
  
(30) Husband and wife at dinner table; husband looks at food on his plate: 
 H:  Ça n’a pas de gout, ce poulet 
   that neg-has not of taste this chicken 
   ‘It has no taste, this chicken.’ 
 W:  Le veau, c’est pire.    
   the veal it-is worse    
   ‘Veal is worse.’ 
  
Lambrecht notes that it is felicitous to have ce poulet ‘this chicken’ in right dislocation in the 
husband’s remark, because of its prominence in the situational context. This suffices to 
establish it as a given topic. In contrast, le veau ‘veal’ in the wife’s reply is in left dislocation, 
a structure used to introduce new discourse topics. Lambrecht explicitly remarks that it would 
be highly infelicitous for the wife to use right dislocation, exactly because le veau is not 
contextually given. 
 The above does not imply that left-dislocated material cannot be given. CLLD in 
Italian can be used to mark so-called ‘familiar topics’ (see Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007), 
which are indeed given. Similarly, CLD can be used if the left-dislocated is already the 
current topic of discourse: 
 
(31) A: 

 
Ken je die kerel aan de bar? 
‘Do you know that guy at the bar?’ 

 B: Nee, die man die ken ik niet.  
  no that man that know I not  
  ‘No, that man I don’t know.’ 
 
A natural explanation for the interpretive difference between left and right dislocation is 
provided by GPAD. Recall that the order “pronoun … DP” in a local domain does not permit 
an anaphoric dependency between pronoun and DP. Therefore, the pronoun must be linked to 
an antecedent already established in discourse, resulting in an apparent givenness effect. By 
contrast, the order “DP … pronoun” allows a direct dependency and therefore does not 
impose any interpretive requirement on the DP, allowing it to be either given or new.  
 It seems to us that the only requirement that does hold of a category in left dislocation 
is that it cannot be interpreted as a focus: 
 
(32) Generalization 4 (No Focus Resumption) 

A category in left dislocation cannot be interpreted as a focus. 
 
The validity of this generalization in Italian is clear as foci are never doubled, while topics 
and given material can appear in left dislocation (see Frascarelli and Hinterhölzl 2007). The 
situation in Dutch is somewhat complicated and at first sight seems to go against 
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generalization 4. In the exchange below, it would seem that die nieuwe CD van Dylan ‘that 
new CD by Dylan’ provides the answer to the WH-question. 
 
(33) A: Zeg, Carel, wat heb je in de stad uiteindelijk gekocht? 

‘Hey, Charles, what did you end up buying in town?’ 
 B: Nou, die nieuwe CD van Dylan die heb ik maar aangeschaft. 
  Well, that new CD by Dylan that have I but bought 
  ‘Well, I bought that new CD by Dylan.’ 
 
However, the answer provided by speaker B requires a context in which speakers A and B 
have previously discussed potential CDs for future acquisition and the Dylan CD was among 
these. The answer remains neutral regarding other potential acquisitions and therefore does 
not involve a contrastive focus. Rather it has the interpretive properties of a contrastive topic, 
with the focus on the verb aangeschaft ‘bought’. 
 Generalization 4 is also supported by data from Japanese. Both topics and foci in this 
language can occur in a left-peripheral position. In the case of topics, this is obligatory. 
However, there is an important difference between contrastive and non-contrastive topics, 
discussed in some detail by (Vermeulen 2013). If the topic is contrastive, its relation with the 
empty category is island-sensitive. This suggests that a contrastive topic in Japanese ends up 
in the left periphery as a result of movement. No island effects are observed with non-
contrastive topics, suggesting that such topics are linked to a null pronoun. Indeed, this 
pronoun can be overtly realized in the right kind of context. Fronted foci, however, are 
always island-sensitive and can never be linked to an overt pronoun, confirming that foci 
have no access to left dislocation. 
 In the same vein, Warlpiri allows topics but not foci to be linked to a following 
pronominal category (see Legate 2002 for relevant discussion). 

6. Conclusion 

This chapter has explored the relation between word order and information structure. While 
much work remains to be done, we have argued that the following four generalizations give a 
good first approximation of the cross-linguistic data: 
 
(34) Generalization 1 (Given-before-New) 

If a language uses word order alternations to mark givenness, then in the marked order 
the given material precedes the new material. 

 
(35) Generalization 2 (A-Relatedness) 

If a language uses word order alternations to mark givenness, then in the marked order 
the given material appears in an A-position. 

 
(36) Generalization 3 (No Derived Topic-Focus Mismatch) 

A contrastive focus may not undergo contrast-related movement out of a constituent 
containing a topic. 

 
(37) Generalization 4 (No Focus Resumption) 

A category in left dislocation cannot be interpreted as a focus. 
 
Of course, these generalizations should emerge as effects of deeper properties of the language 
faculty or human psychology. In some cases, plausible explanations seem to be available. 
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Generalization 1 might ultimately be an effect of a general cognitive principle according to 
which integration of new information is easier if framed within old information (see Clark 
and Haviland 1977). Relevant experiments showing that the effect goes beyond language can 
be found in Clifton and Slowiaczek 1981.  
 This explanation of generalization 1 may also shed some light on generalization 2. If 
the early presentation of old inform facilitates the integration of new information, it makes no 
sense to move the old information far away from the material to be integrated. Such non-local 
shifts would undo much of the beneficial effect of the reordering, as the intervening material 
might itself not be relevant to integration of the new information. Local shifts tend to be 
brought about by A-movement, rather than A’-movement. 
 Generalization 3, we have suggested, is an effect of the interpretive properties of topic 
(an utterance-level notion) and focus (a proposition-level notion), in conjunction with general 
restrictions on the mapping between syntax and semantics (see Neeleman and Vermeulen 
2012 for discussion). 
 The theoretical basis for understanding generalization 4 remains elusive.  
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